
Known Issues/Proposed Enhancements 

User Requested 

1. Where ozone emissions are not required and not reported, the total emissions should not read 

zero on the certification statement.  Listing the emissions as zero when they were not reported 

is misleading. 

2. Allow idle processes when the associated source is idle. Currently ERIC requires any processes 

associated with idle sources be deleted entirely.  The validation for idle sources not having 

processes needs to be modified to allow for idle processes. (Check other validations for similar 

requirements) 

3. Make the errors generated for duplicates more clear. An example of the error for duplicates on 

the sources tab is: 

An unexpected error occurred while processing Sources: ORA-00001: unique constraint 

(EI_USER.SOURCE_INFO_U1) violated ORA-06512: at line 4; this error is caused by rows 

with duplicate key values. 

The ORA- and line information is not helpful to the user and only causes confusion. It could be 

re-worded into something like: 

An unexpected error occurred due to duplicate records on the Sources tab. The key 

identifier(s) that may not be duplicated are as follows: Source ID." 

DEQ Requested 

1. Increase the maximum operating hours to 8784 to allow for leap years. 

2. Apply the current validations on control efficiencies that apply only to a facility status of 

“permanently shutdown” to facilities with a status of “permitted not yet built”  

3. Add a column to the table for pre-registration codes to capture when a new pre-registration 

code is generated *This is a background table change only.  No screen changes are needed.* 

4. Consider adding “NOT PERMITTED” as an option on sources and release point subject IDs. 

5. Consider adding error on coordinates screen similar to the request being the same as the locked 

coordinates to prevent submitting requests when the coordinate for a RP is the same as the 

front gate.  Would need a filter or something to exclude GCXVII, insignificant activities, and 

fugitives from the rule. 

6. When clicking on the inventory ID to change the type or end dates, fields that cannot be 

updated should be greyed out. 

7. In User Administration, change the “Approve” button to a drop down box to select the desired 

user role. 

 


